●

1623, Kipper und Wipper, the Holy Roman Empire, a financial crisis occurred without
warning because of fraud foreign coins that were being minted in the empire. This
happened from 162123, was done to bring funds to the beginning of the 30 year war.

●

1637, Tulip mania bubble, in the Netherlands. Time between 163337, contracts for tulip
bulbs became extraordinarily valuable then suddenly fell in value to almost nothing.

●

1720, Mississippi bubble in france, Banque Royale by John Law stopped payment for its
notes. The notes would be exchanged for spices and ultimately caused a huge financial
crash in France.

●

1720, South sea bubble of 1720, United Kingdom. Caused by the British East India
Company, the shares for this business dropped from 276 Euros in december 1768 to
122 in 1784.

●

1772, Credit crisis of 1772, United Kingdom, United States.

●

1791, Financial Crisis of 179192, United States, United States faced its first national
bank boom and bust. During August and September 1791.

●

1796, Panic of 179697, United Kingdom, United States.

●

1819, Panic of 1819, United States

●

1825, Panic of 182, United Kingdom.

●

10 may 1837, Panic of 1837, United States.

●

1847, Panic of 1847, United Kingdom

●

1857, Panic of 1857, United States.

●

1866, Panic of 1866, United Kingdom

●

24 september 1869, Black Friday, United States

●

9 may 1873, Panic of 1873, Long depression of United States and Europe.

●

19 january 1882, Paris Bourse crash of 1882, France

●

1884, Panic of 1884

●

1890, Encilhamento, Brazil, lasting 3 years, the time between 18901893, there was a
boom and bust that boomed in the late 1880’s. The bust was in the early 1890’s, this
caused an economic collapse in Brazil feeding the fire of an unstable political status.

●

1893, Panic of 1893, United States.

●

1896, Panic of 1896, United States.

●

17 may 1901, Panic of 1901, United states. This Economic crisis lasted 3 years, the
market was uneasy because of the assassination of President McKinley in 1901. It was
enhanced by a drought the same year.

●

october 1907, Panic of 1907, United States, a time that lasted a little over a year, the
market too a negative turn when President Theodore Roosevelt had made a threat to
“rein” in the monopolies that were abound in certain industrial areas, such as railroads.

●

24 october 1929, Wall Street Crash of 1929, United States. This time lasted 4 years and
was the bursting of the financial bubble in shares. This paved the way for more selling
for people that had borrowed money to purchase these shares had to sell them when
their loans got taken in. This also was referred to as the Great crash or Wall Steet Crash
and as a result caused the great depression.

●

1937, Recession of 193738, United States, this lasted about a year. There was a share
price fall that had been triggered due to an economic recession with the Great
Depression, It was also partially due to doubts about Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal
policy.

●

28 may, 1962. Kennedy Slide of 1962, United States. This was also called the Flash
Crash of 1962

●

july 1971, Brazilian Markets Crash of 1971, Brazil. This time lasted through the 1970’s
and early 1980’s. It was the tail end of a boom that had begun in 1969. Increased in
severity because of the 1970’s energy crisis and earlier the 1980’s Latin American debt
crisis.

●
●

27 April 2010, European sovereign debt crisis, Europe. Greece’s sovereign credit goes
down further, amounting to almost nothing at this point. This lasted 4 days after a 45
Billion Euro bailout, causing the decline in the stock market worldwide. Causing the Euro
to decline in value increasing a European sovereign debt crisis.

●

6 may 2010, 2010 Flash Crash, United States. Dow Jones Industrial Average takes a
turn for the worse when its worst intraday point loss happened. It dropped almost 1,000
points before slowly going back up.

●

1 aug 2011, august 2011 stock market fall, worldwide. The stock markets all around the
world plummet in late july and early august, then very sensitive the rest of the year.

●

3 august 2015, 2015 Greece Stock Market Crash, Greece, they could not afford the Euro
because of a huge debt to numerous countries.

●

12 june 2015, 2015 Chinese stock market crash, China, China’s stock market crashed
leading to a plummet in the country's economy.

